
The classic Paris handleset features a subtle 
scalloped design that enhances traditional spaces 
and adds visual interest to contemporary settings. 
Pair with any J-Series knob or lever for a cohesive 
look throughout the home.

FEATURES
■■ DJ-Series products offer a lifetime limited mechanical 

and 5 year finish warranty (See the product warranty 
for full details) 

■■ Installs in minutes with screwdriver

■■ Guaranteed to fit on standard doors
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FINISH OPTIONS
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J-SERIES HANDLESET SPECIFICATIONS

Certification
- BHMA Residential Grade CCC 
- Commercial Grade 3 product 
- Available UL listed for 3-hour fire door

Finish warranty 5 year finish warranty

Mechanical warranty Limited lifetime mechanical warranty

Throw length Deadbolt throw 1”, handle throw 1/2”

Cylinder 5-pin tumbler, C Keyway

Door thickness 1-3/8” to 1-3/4”

Cross bore Deadbolt is 2-1/8” or 1-1/2”, Grip is 2-1/8”

Edge bore 1”

Latch/backset Adjustable to 2-3/8” or 2-3/4”

Latch faceplate size 1” x 2-1/4”

Latch faceplate options Round corner or square corner

Keys 2 per lock

Door Handling Specify LH or RH for all lever trim

Strike Adjustable for 1” x 2-1/4” full lip, radius corner, no box

Strike Options Specify round corner or radius corner

Functions Single-Cylinder Deadbolt Lock, Double-Cylinder Deadbolt Lock, Dummy

Reference latest price book for available finish options.
FUNCTIONS

Handleset/ 
Entrance Lock 

Exterior

JH58

Handleset/ 
Entrance Lock 

Interior

JH59

Solid metal cylinder collar 
resists wrenching, prying 
and hammer attacks

Screw posts for 
easy installation

INSTALLATION

1” deadbolt with 
hardened steel core 
resists sawing and 
kick-in attacks


